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Any translation-invariant bounded linear operator on weak L’ in a suitable 
group has a restriction to L’ given by convolution with a finite discrete measure. 
The o aerator is, however, not uniquely determined by the measure. Considering 
mostly the line and the circle group, we examine which discrete measures can be 
obtain:d in this way. A sufftcient condition is that the masses form a sequence in 
e log L If the measure is positive, this condition is also necessary, and likewise if the 
positic ns of the masses are linearly independent over the rationals. But an example 
shows that the condition is not necessary in general. 3: 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
The ti anslation-invariant linear operators on Lp, p > 1, have been 
studied considerably. They can be characterized only in the simple cases 
p = 1 anl 2. More recently, the same problem has been considered for 
0 < p-c 1 Since these Lp spaces are not locally convex, there are few 
bounded translation-invariant operators on them; the convolution by a 
finite measure need not define such an operator. Indeed, only discrete 
measures can have this property. By a discrete measure, we mean one of 
type C fill 6,. It will be understood that the xj here are distinct. At the 
other extreme, a measure is called diffuse if it has no atoms. 
Result I by Peetre [6] and Oberlin [S] say that the translation-invariant 
bounded linear operators on Lp, 0 < p < 1, are exactly those given 
by con301ution with discrete measures satisfying (m,) E f p. Sawyer 
[7, Thecrem S] had proved a related result earlier. This holds in a general 
locally tompact group. Colzani [l] and independently Shteinberg [9] 
extended this to Lorentz spaces L p,y, 0 < p < 1. There the convoluters are 
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the discrete measures with masses in /p,q if 0 <q < p and in ep if 
pdqdoo. 
The non-locally convex spaces L1,q, q # 1, are not discussed in these 
papers. Here we shall consider L’,” or weak L’. The other L’s4 will be 
discussed elsewhere. Our group will be R, T = R/H, or sometimes Z. We 
consider only real-valued functions. Weak L’ is defined by means of its 
quasinorm: 
llfll 1.,=~uPPI~lflwI. 
Let C’,“O denote the set of translation-invariant bounded linear operators 
on L’,m. The problem of describing C1,m is more complicated than in the 
cases of Lp or Lp.y, 0 < p < 1. This seems to be related to the fact that the 
lack of local convexity in L’-” is also more subtle. Indeed, to see that the 
convex hull of the unit ball is unbounded in Lp, 0 < p < 1, it is enough to 
add functions with disjoint supports. But in L’,m, the values of the 
functions added have to sum properly at many points. The functions 
x + (ZNlx-jl)-‘, j= 1, . . . . N, in R give an example. Their sum is in the 
convex hull of the unit ball in L’*“. But still the sum is larger than 
cNP1 log N in [0, N], and its quasinorm is as large as log N. In general, an 
operator will be bounded on L’-” precisely if a similar phenomenon 
cannot occur when it acts on an L’,” function. 
Kalton [3, Corollary 5.21 has proved a general result about linear 
operators from L’-“j to Lo in an interval. For operators in C1,Oo, it implies 
the following necessary condition. 
THEOREM A (Kalton). Let SE C lSm in R, T, or Z. Then the restriction 
of S to L’ is given by f -+ p * f for some discrete measure ,u. 
Actually, it is enough to assume S defined and bounded on the closure 
of L’ in L1zw here. We call p the measure associated with S. For arbitrary 
locally compact groups, the same restriction of SE C’,“O is bounded on L’ 
and hence given by a convoluter which is a finite measure. This was proved 
by Colzani [ 1 ] and Shteinberg [9] independently in the noncompact case, 
and by Shteinberg [S] in the compact case. In the last section of this 
paper, we give a proof that the finite measure here is discrete, in the cases 
of R! and 8. In this way, one can thus obtain Theorem A without using 
Kalton’s general result. 
If p is associated with some SE C1xm, the map f --+ p *f is bounded in 
the L’,” quasinorm on L’, i.e., 
IIP * f II .m~Cllflll,,, fEL’. 
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Conversely, it seems to be unknown whether any finite measure with this 
property s associated with some SE Cl,” (the extension question). 
The co-responding uniqueness question has a negative answer: p does 
not determine S. Indeed, ,?I,’ is not dense in L13m, and there exist nonzero 
operators in C’?” with vanishing restriction to L’. As pointed out by 
N. Kalto I, this follows immediately for % from the existence of a 
translation-invariant bounded linear functional y # 0 on L’,“O vanishing on 
L’. Simply let Sf be the constant function y(f). The existence of y follows 
from Cwikel and Sagher [a]. Here it is possible to choose y and S 
preservin; positivity. Our first result is the corresponding existence theorem 
in R. No:ice that both in U and in R, the arguments are nonconstructive 
and rely In the axiom of choice. 
THEORI :M 1. There exists a nonzero operator SE C1%m(R) vanishing on 
L1 and p, .eserving positivity. 
The ac dition theorem in L’-” due to Stein and N. Weiss [ 111 gives a 
sufficient condition for SE C ‘,Oc. Let e loge be the Orlicz space of 
sequence; m = (mj);” with C lrnjl log(2 + Irn,l -‘) < co. The corresponding 
quasinor n is 
llmll clogt=C irnil log+. 
i I 
The acldition theorem says that if fi, i= 1,2, . . . . are functions in L’-” 
whose qtrasinorms Ilhf,ll l,oo form a sequence in e log e, then C fi converges 
almost e.rerywhere and belongs to L1-“c. Moreover, 
I( II Cfi ~~II~Il~illl,,~~ll,l,,,. 1.S 
Now if u = C mj 6, with m EL log e, this implies that Sf = p * f is well 
defined for f~ L1ym and that SE Cl,=. The operator quasinorm is 
controlled by Ilrn I/ f lOg (. 
To su~nmarize some of the above, we consider the following four asser- 
tions about a finite discrete measure p = C mj 6,,: 
(i) rnEc!loge 
(ii) the operator 5” = p *f is well defined for f e L’,“O in the sense 
that 1~1 * 1 f I < co a.e., and SE Cl-= 
(iii) p is associated with some SE C’,” 
(iv) the map f + p *f is bounded in the L1-“c norm on L’. 
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r’hen we know that (i) 3 (ii) =j (iii) + (iv). The implication (iv) * (iii) 
amounts to the extension question discussed above. 
For positive measures, the situation is simple. 
THEOREM 2. Let p = C mj 6, be a positive finite discrete measure in R or 
?r. Then (i)-(iv) are equivalent. The quasinorms in (i), (ii), and (iv) are also 
equivalent. 
In particular, the extension question has a positive answer for p 2 0. 
From our proof of Theorem 2, it will actually follow that even for signed 
measures (i) and (ii) are equivalent. In T, they are also equivalent with that 
part of (ii) saying that 1~1 * IfI < co a.e. for f E L’,“. 
To prove Theorem 2, we need only assume m $ L log e and find an L’*‘O 
function whose convolution with p is large. Notice that the “typical” L’,” 
function h(x) = [xl-’ cannot be used here. Indeed, the author’s result 
[lo, Theorem l] shows that for p * h to be in L’xnz, it is enough that the 
finite measure p be carried by a Cantor-like set. To construct the desired 
function, we shall start with h and discretize it. Then it is cut into tiny 
segments, and the segments are reordered at random. This proof has some 
similarity to Kalton’s arguments in [3, Section 41. 
The next result shows that the assertions (it(iv) are not always 
equivalent. 
THEOREM 3. In !I& T, and Z, there exists an SE C’,” with an associated 
measure 1 mj 6, for which m $ / log /. 
This means that cancellation effects from point masses of opposite signs 
can be important. The main step in the proof consists in constructing for 
each N a measure 
N-l 
pN= 1 fN-‘6, 
k=O 
(0.1) 
in R’ or E whose convoluter quasinorm on L’,” stays bounded as 
N -+ +a. But clearly the L log / quasinorm of the masses of pN grows like 
log N. When selecting the signs in the formula for pN, one has to avoid 
periodicities, and we shall use a random choice. 
THEOREM 4. Let u = 1 mj 6, be a finite discrete measure in R or T. 
Assume that the xi are linearly independent over the rationals. (Zn the case 
of U, the xj are here understood as numbers in 10, 11.) Then (i)-(iv) are 
equivalent and so are the quasinorms associated with (i), (ii), and (iv). 
The example of Theorem 3 is thus untypical in iw and 8, since generic 
points xj are certainly linearly independent over Q, with any reasonable 
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definition of the word “generic.” To achieve cancellation in that example, 
one has to place the mass points in (0.1) exactly at the integers. 
By c > 0 and C < co, we denote many different constants. 
I am g eateful to L. Colzani for stimulating discussions and to N. Kalton 
for valua 3le information. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In R, consider the measures 
Define for f E L’*a, 
Then 
SNf=pN* (h,f,<,)+pN* (fxlc,f,<N). 
Here the first term has L” norm at most llpNll = l/log N and tends to 0 
uniform1 1. Let f * be the decreasing rearrangement of f, so that 
f*(t) G I fll l.c.2 t - ‘, t > 0. The L’ norm of the second term is dominated by 
because the measure of the set where If1 >, 1 is at most llfll ,m. The 
right-halid side here is now easily seen to be bounded by 
If cp i:; in the space Co of continuous functions with compact support, 
these estimates imply that 
In partic ular, J cpS,f dx stays bounded as N + co, and its upper limit is at 
most IIJII ,m sup 1~1. Let %2 be an ultrafilter in N containing {n: n > n,} for 
every n,. Then S, f converges along a’, weakly* in C,*, the space of all 
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Bore1 measures. The limit is a measure denoted S’ Further, Sf is finite with 
IlSfll G IlfII1.m. 
We verify that the operator S is linear. To see that S(uf) = US’ we need 
only observe that for any 0 <c < 1 < C, the L’ norm of the function 
fx rNG ,f, GCN stays bounded, so that its convolution with ,u,,, tends to 0 in 
L’, as N+ co. In order to show that S(f + g) = Sf + Sg, we write E(f) for 
the set (1 f / <IV), and similarly for g and f + g. Then the complement of 
the intersection E = E(f) n E(g) n E(f + g) has measure at most CN-‘. 
We have 
I(f + g)XEc/+g, -fXE(f) - gXE(g,I 
d If + gl XE(ff g)\JY + If I XE(,f)\E + I gl XE(g)\E. (1.1) 
Now 1 f + gj <N in the set E(f + g)\E, whose measure is O(N-‘), and 
similarly for the other two terms. Hence, the left-hand side in (1.1) stays 
bounded in L’ as N --$ co. The linearity of S follows. 
To verify that the measure Sf is actually an L’%“O function, we may 
assume f 3 0. For any a E R, we have 
s lz S, f(x) dx = &+I, * (fX,r, 4 ,)(a), a- l/N 
which is no larger than 
1 1 
s 
llfll 1 cc 
NlogN o 
min(j*(t), N) dt < d 
N 
as N + co. Since this is uniform in a, we can add such integrals and 
conclude that Sf(Z)< Ilfll,,,IZl f or any interval I. Thus Sf is absolutely 
continuous with an L” density also written Sf: It also follows that 
SfeL’zL’*“O and llsfll, ,<llfll, m. 
It is obvious that S is ‘invariant’under translation, vanishes on L’, and 
preserves positivity. Finally, Sf =2x,,,, for f(x)= lx/ -I, so that S is 
nonzero. This ends the proof of Theorem 1. It should be pointed out that 
Kupka and Peck [4] used similar ideas to construct linear functionals 
on L’sm. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We shall prove that a positive finite measure which is a bounded 
convoluter in the L’sm quasinorm on L’ must be discrete with point 
masses in e log L’. Because of Theorem A, we already know that it is 
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discrete. 3ut since this comes out very easily in the course of our proof, we 
include t: le argument. 
Consider first 8, which we identify as a set with [0, 1 [ . By dx or 1.1, we 
mean Lebesgue measure in T. Let p be a finite positive measure in 8. 
Define h,,:T+R for m~fV by h,=2’in [2-‘,2’-j[ for j=l,...,m and 
h, = 0 in [0,2-“[. Then h, E L’, and II/z,,, I( a = 1. For a large integer N 
divisible by 2”, we divide U into N equal intervals called segments, in 
which h,, is clearly constant. When these segments are permuted, h, is 
transfornled into another L’,“O function denoted f or f,. To get a lower 
bound fcr the convoluter quasinorm of p(, we shall estimate p * f, with the 
permutal ion chosen at random. 
The id:a is to make sure that p * f is close to its mean value S p * f dx = 
Ilpl( jf dlc on a large subset of U. We do this by estimating 
Let I be the triple integral here. Clearly, I depends on the permutation 
mentionl:d above, an element of the symmetric group S,. By expectation 
E, we m:an the average taken over S,. 
For e;rch X, y, y’ E U, we compute Ef(x - y) f(x - y’). When x - y and 
x - y’ bc long to the same segment, obviously 
Ef(x-y)f(x-y’)=J‘f2dt. 
When they are in distinct segments, f(x - y) and f(x - y’) are not far from 
indepentlent, and one finds 
Et.(x-W-(x-l.)=(jfdi)2+O(Np1), N-+oo. 
We allow the constants involved in 0 symbols to depend on m. Given y 
and y’, he set of x E U for which x - y and x - y’ are in the same segment 
is seen t D have measure ( 1 - N I y - y’ I ) + . Consequently, 
mm l,Nly-y’l)d~(y)d~(y’)+O(N-‘). (2.1) ’ ( 
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Thus we can choose a permutation for which I is no larger than the 
right-hand side of (2.1). This gives 
As N-+ +co, the right-hand side of (2.2) tends to 
(j-f ‘dt-(lf dt)*) bxp)(A), 
A being the diagonal in T*. If p # 0 is diffuse, A is a null set for ~1 x ~1. For 
large N, the convolution p * ,f will then be close to /1~11 Jfdt = ll,ull m 
except on a small set. But m is arbitrary, and so ,D cannot be a convoluter 
on L’,“O. This implies that if p > 0 satisfies (iv), it has to be discrete. 
Next we let p consist of n point masses, all of size l/n. We use the same 
f as before. It verifies f f’ dt = 2”+’ - 2. If we make N large so that in 
particular N-’ is smaller than all the distances between the mass points, 
(2.2) implies 
I 
(p* f-m)*dx<C2”n-‘. 
Thus, 
1 {x: p *f(x) <m/2}I ,< C2mn-1mp2. (2.3) 
Now assume that P = 1 mj 6, is positive and discrete with masses (mj) 
not in 8 log E!. Let .Ik be the set of j for which 2-’ < mj < 2l -k and call nk 
the cardinality of Jk. Write ,u = C pk, where 
We shall use only those & for which k > 4 and nk 2 2k/2; let K be the set 
of k with this property. Like p, the measure 
c pk 
keK 
does not have masses in L log 8. Indeed, 
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and the (orresponding sum with k < 4 is finite since 11~11 < co. For k E K, 
the norm llized measure 
.dc= 1 n& 
itJk 
is nearly proportional to PLk; in particular & >/ 2-knk& > 4 II,.& 11 pk. 
Given ‘c E K, we apply (2.3) with ~1 replaced by ~6. In the construction 
of f = f,, we choose m = [k/4]. Taking N large and choosing a good 
permutat on, we obtain that 
pk * &k/4, 2 c bk II k (2.4) 
except 0x1 a set of measure at most C2k’4n;1kp2< C2-k’4. For any fixed 
K E hJ, wt: verify below that one can choose one N and one permutation 
which m:.ke this true for all k < K, k E K. Summing the exceptional sets, we 
then see that in more than half of T, (2.4) holds for all kE K with 
C < k < h. But the fm are increasing in m, so that 
P*fscaC c \hll k>C 1 
keK 
k~K jiZk mjlog mT’ 
C<kirc C<k$u 
in more than half of T. Taking K large, we see that p * f, does not stay 
bounded in LETS, and p is not a bounded convoluter in the L’x” 
quasinorn on LL. 
It remains to choose N and the permutation. We must show that (2.2) 
can be made to hold simultaneously for a finite number of measures of type 
and corr:sponding f =fm. We shall argue as in the first part of this proof. 
It is encntgh to make all the triple integrals I corresponding to these 
measure: come close to their expectations. We do this by fixing N and 
varying ‘he permutation, in order to compute the variance of I. One has 
where 
EI== E, dA, 
s 
and 
d/i = dx, dx2 44y,) 40;) 444 44y;). 
We take N-’ smaller than all the distances Iti- rjl, i # j. 
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When the four points x, - yV, x, - y:, v = 1, 2, are in distinct segments, 
E,=([fdt)*+O(N-I). If yl=y; but x,-y,, x,-y,, x2-y; are in 
distinct segments, then E,, = J f2 dr(j f dt)* + O(N-‘), and similarly if we 
interchange subscripts 1 and 2 here. If y, = y; and y, = y; but x, - y, and 
x2 - yz are in distinct segments, then E0 = (J f * d~)~ + @N-l). These are 
the four main cases. All the remaining possibilities can be seen to occur 
only in a set of I-measure O(N- ’ ). Moreover, the I-measures of the four 
cases are easy to compute: the first case is, except for a set of R-measure 
O(N-‘), equivalent to y, # y\, y, # y;, because of the structure of p. Thus 
its A-measure is (1 - n-i )2 + O(N- ’ ). The other cases are analogous. 
We conclude that 
From (2.1) we know that 
2 
EI=jf*dw’+ (l-n-*)+O(N-‘). 
The variance of I is thus 
E12-(EZ)‘=O(N-‘). 
This implies that the probability that I is close to its expectation can be 
made arbitrarily close to 1. Therefore, it is possible to choose one N and 
one permutation which work for our finite set of measures p. 
This ends the proof in the case of 8, since the equivalence of the 
quasinorms can be seen to follow. 
To extend this to II%, let fi be a positive finite measure in R having either 
a diffuse part or point masses not in e log e. Then we can find L > 0 such 
that ~1 c-L, Lc has a diffuse part or has point masses which are large in 
e log L. If we make everything 2L-periodic, ~1 t- L,Lc will correspond to a 
measure ,u’ in R/2LZ z U. Hence we can find an f’ > 0 in the unit ball of 
L’~“(R/2LZ) such that P’ * f’ is large in the same space. One can of course 
consider f’ as defined in [0,2L[ or in [ -2L, O[. Define f~ L’*“(R) by 
using these values in [ -2L, 2L[ and setting f = 0 elsewhere. Comparing 
P * f in [-L, L[ to P’ * f ‘, we see that p * f is large in L’3a(R). Thus p 
is not a bounded convoluter in the L’*” quasinorm on L’. 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
580,‘89’2-I3 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We shit11 consider a measure in R or Z 
where E, = +_l. These signs will be chosen to satisfy the inequality 
of the ‘allowing simple lemma. It is convenient to let .sk =0 for 
k&,(0 . . . . N - 1 }. 
LEMMI. 5. There exists a choice of signs (Q)$-’ such that 
(3.1) 
for all j f 0, where C is independent of N. 
Proof. On the set of all sign choices, we place the probability measure 
making :he .sk independent with EQ = 0. Then 
Ezo (;&k&k+,) 
=c c EE E E E E k! kz k3 ka kl+jEk2+jEk3+jEk4+j. 
i#O k13k2,k3,k4 
A term in this fivefold sum vanishes except when each value taken by the 
indices ,c, and k, + j, v = 1,2, 3,4, is taken an even number of times. The 
number of nonzero terms is therefore seen to be 0(N3) and so is the whole 
sum. Tlus we can find one choice of &k with 
~o(~EkEk+j)4=“(“3)~ 
The lenlma follows. 
PROPXITION 6. The convoluter norm of pN on L’*- in h and R is 0( 1) 
as N-+ $-co. 
Fron this we can easily prove Theorem 3: In R and Z, let for f E L1-Oc, 
Sf = f k-‘&k *f, 
k=l 
where the j& are obtained by translating the ,U2h so as to make the 
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supports pairwise disjoint. The series converges in L’,“O because of 
Proposition 6 and the addition theorem in L1,m, and S is bounded on 
L’,“O. But clearly the associated measure will not have masses in /log e. 
The construction in U is similar, but the pUzk must also be scaled to lit in 
[0, 1 [. Theorem 3 follows. 
Proof of Proposition 6. Let 0 <h et’(z) n /‘(a). We first estimate 
pN * h in e’(E): 
IlPN*M:=N-2 c ~,c,.h(n -k) h(n - k’) 
n, k, k’ 
=~N-‘(C&k&k+j)(~h(n)h(n+j)). i k n 
The term with j = 0 here is N-’ IJh(l:. To the other terms, we apply (3.1) 
and get 
By Chebyshev’s inequality, 
card{ IpLN * hl >/I> <N-’ JlhJI: /V’ + CNM5j4 I(hlJ f B-’ (3.2) 
for /I > 0. 
Now take f>O in the unit ball of L’,“(R) or L’%“(H). We must show 
that the measure of the set where IpN * fl > C/3 is 0(/V’), uniformly in N. 
Here we, of course, refer to Lebesgue measure in R or the counting 
measure in h, both denoted either ( .I or dx. The set where f> N/I has 
measure at most N-‘p-‘. The function pN * (f,fj,NBj) is carried by the 
set (f> NflJ + (0, . . . . N-l),whosemeasureisatmostNI{f>N/?j(<B~’. 
We can therefore throw away those values off which exceed N/3. Further, 
lPN* (fx i/C p1)l < ~9 everywhere, so this part off can also be thrown away. 
This means that we may assume /I<f< NB. Together with the weak L’ 
property, this implies 
s fdx<l+logN and s f 2dx<2N/?. (3.3) 
Let the interval Zk be the set of points x in R or Z satisfying kN < x < 
(k f 1) N. It is clearly no restriction to assume f carried by the union of 
those Zk with k even. Then the values of puN * f in Z2k u Z2k+ i depend only 
on the restriction off to the same set. 
Each xe:h can be written x=2nN+j with neZ and jeS={O,..., 
2N - 1 }. This gives a decomposition h = H x S, and the counting measure 
in E is the product of those in $ and S, written dx = dn dj. In the case of 
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[w, we write x=2nN+j+t, O<t<l. Then lR=BxSx[O, l[ and &=dn 
dj dt. By < we mean n or (n, t) respectively, so that dx = dj d< in both cases. 
To avoid introducing more letters for these measures, we write (E(j for 
jE dj, and similarly for d< and dx. Thus f(x) = f(j, l), and we can write f 5 
for f( ., <‘, a function defined on S which we extend by 0 in h\S. Then for 
all 5 and j, 
where the second convolution is taken in Z. 
Applyillg (3.2) to f5, we obtain for each 4, 
I(I~~N*f~51~B}lj~N~‘llf51/~P~2+CN~5’411f~ll~~~2~ (3.4) 
Now integrate with respect to 5 to obtain 
But j Ilf II : 4 = llfll :> and (3.3) implies that the first term here is O(fl-‘). 
To deal with the second term, observe that the left-hand side of (3.4) is 
trivially ljounded by 2N. What we have to control is therefore 
s min(CN~5’4(lf511~P-2,2N)d~. 
Estimatillg the minimum by the corresponding geometric mean, we can 
dominate: this integral by 
CN-“*P- j l(f51J,d[=CN-“8/?-1 jfdx=O(f’), 
because af (3.3). 
Proposition 6 is proved. We remark that L. Colzani recently found that 
the Rudin-Shapiro polynomials give a simple proof of the estimate of 
Proposit ion 6 for an explicit choice of the signs Ed. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
To pr )ve (iv) Z- (i), we assume m $ e log e and show that (iv) is false. We 
renumbt:r the mj and x,~ so that 
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with m,>O for j>O and mj<O for i< 0. It can then be assumed that 
(mj)F #L log e. We shall construct an f~ L’, carried by a small set, such 
that p *f is much larger than f in ~5’3~. 
The quantities K, ME fV and E > 0 will be determined later. Take NE fV 
so that (mj)y contains all mj with mj>2-“, and N’E -N so that 
1 Iql <E. (4.1) 
.j< N’ 
In the case of R, all finite sums E qjxj, qjc Z, are distinct. When the 
group is U = R/Z, these sums are taken modulo 1. After deleting, if 
necessary, one point mass mjS, from p(, they will be distinct also in this 
case. This deletion does not affect the validity of the argument and will not 
be indicated in our notation. In both cases, we can find 6 > 0 such that all 
the intervals 
i-N’ 
qj= 0, 1 for j<O, qj= 0, 1, . . . . M for j>O, 
are disjoint. Let J= [0, S]. The support off will be the set 
where we write q = (qj)c/ E (0, . . . . M) N and J, = J+ C qjxj. 
We first define f in J by approximating l/x. Set f = 2’/6 in [2-‘6, 
2’-‘6[ for i= 1, . . . . K and f= 0 in [O, 2-” S[. (Cf. here the function h in 
the proof of Theorem 2. In that proof, we used a random rearrangement.) 
Now we define, instead, f in the rest of E so that all the restrictions JIJ,, 
translated to J, are equimeasurable and independent. This can be achieved, 
for instance, in the following way. Number the intervals J,, q E (0, . . . . M} N 
as J’, v = 1, . . . . (M+ l)N, starting with J’ = Jo = J. If t + C q,x.i, t E J, is a 
point in J”= J,, we expand t/S in the base 2”, thus 
t,6 = F ti2-“i, ti E (0, . . . . 2” - 1). 
Since flJ is constant in each interval of type [n2-“, (n+ 1)2-“[, we see 
that for v = 1, we have f(t) =f(t,2 --x 6). In the general case, we set 
f(t+C qjXj)=f(t,2-"6). 
Having defined f, we consider the values of p *f in the set 
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We start with p+ * f: Let nk denote the number of mj in the interval 
[zPk, 2’-‘[ and pk the sum of the corresponding mj6,, as in the proof of 
Theorem 2. As there, we need only consider those values of k belonging to 
a set K dt fined by the conditions k 2 C and nk > 2-k’2. 
Now w: fix a k E K, k < K and estimate the restriction of & * f to an 
interval J, c E’. This will be a sum of translates of restrictions of f to 
distinct intervals J,. c E, multiplied by factors mj. Hence, & * f is in J, at 
least as large as the sum of rrk independent functions equidistributed with 
2-71J. 1‘0 b e a e bl t o estimate the variance as in Section 2, we make this 
sum smaller by replacing f lJ by fm=Xc2-m6,Slf(J with m= [k/4]. One 
then find: as in Section 2 that such a sum is at least cnk2pkk 6 -’ in J 
except on a set whose measure is less than C2-k/4 6. 
If the c:onstant C in the definition of K is chosen large enough, these 
exceptional sets will together be smaller than half of J. We conclude that 
/h*fbt@ -kk 6 - ’ for all k E K in at least half of J,. Summing in k, we 
conclude that in at least half of E’ one has 
p+ *f >,C c nk2-kk6-‘3c6-‘~mjlog ]/m,~c6-‘~, 
kcK i 
k<K 
where thl: sum in j is taken over those j with 2-k < mj < 2l -k, k E K, k < K. 
Notice tilat C- +co as K+ co. 
It remains to bound p ~ * f in E’. The masses at xj, N’ < j < 0, do not 
contribu e here. Indeed, 6, * f is supported in E + xi, and this set is for 
such j d sjoint with E’ by the choice of 6. For the remaining part of pu_, 
(4.1) imlJies 
By Chet yshev’s inequality, the set where 
1 mj6,* f < -6-l 
,<N’ 
is of ml:asure at most &rc(M-t l)N. This quantity will be smaller than 
(E’1/4 = 6MN/4 provided that 
EK < l/8 (4.2) 
and 
(1 + M-L)N<2. (4.3) 
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If this is so, we obtain for large K that p* f > c C’C in at least one-fourth 
of E’. Thus, 
IIP*ffJIl.,‘c~N~ 
although 
llfll 1,,<2(M+ 1Y. 
Now let K -+ co. Because of (4.3), the convoluter norm of p in the 15’3” 
quasinorm on L’ is infinite. 
It only remains to see that one can achieve (4.2, 3) with an arbitrary JC. 
But given rc, we can choose E verifying (4.2), which gives N and N’. Then 
there exists an M satisfying (4.3). This finishes the proof of Theorem 4. 
5. DISCRETENESS FOR SIGNED MEASURES 
We finally prove that if a finite measure in Iw or U is a bounded 
convoluter in the L’,” quasinorm on L’, then it must be discrete. Only the 
case of U&’ will be discussed, since that of T is quite similar. 
Let the signed measure .LI have a nontrivial diffuse part. Writing ,U = 
p+ -p _, we can assume that the diffuse part v of p+ does not vanish. 
Then v and p- are mutually singular. We shall find an interval where the 
effect of v, as a convoluter, cannot be cancelled by that of pp. 
Obviously v < v + ,u _ . The Besicovitch covering property for intervals 
implies that 
for (v + p- ) - a.a. x. It follows that 
. /.-(X-u,x+a) 
a50 v(x-u,x+a) =o 
for v - a.a. x. Making a Radon-Nikodym decomposition of v with respect 
to Lebesgue measure, one sees that similarly 
i&l 
U 
~++ov(x-ua,x+u) 
<Co 
for v - a.a. x. Notice that for such x, the inequality v(x - u/4, x + u/4) < 
v(x - a, x + a)/10 cannot hold for all small a. As a result, we can find x E Iw 
and a>0 such that 
~~(x-u,x+u)<v(x-u,x+u)/1000 (5.1) 
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and 
v(x - a/4, x + a/4) > v(x -a, x + a)/lO. 
For simp icity we assume x = 0. 
(5.2) 
With ~1 replaced by v, we shall use arguments closely similar to those of 
the first Ilart of the proof of Theorem 2. Our f will be chosen in the same 
way as there, but in the interval [-a/2, a/2]. This means that we truncate 
and disc:etize the restriction of 1.x-l to [-a/2, a/2]. The function 
obtained is chopped up into segments of length a/N and reordered, to give f: 
For any XE [-a/2, a/2], the expectation of f(x) has the same value Ef, 
and J f dr = aEJ The expectation of v *f(x) is 
s dv(y)Ef. I Y - ‘II < u/2 
We shall only consider 1x1 <a/4 here, since then 
This implies E(v *f(x)) > v( -a, a)EfllO, because of (5.2). 
The vs lue v * f(x) will be shown to be close to its expectation for many 
of these .c. As before, we integrate the square of the difference, 
V= v * f(x) - j ‘dx=Z+ZZ+ZZZ, 
I.!, - .x1 <a/4 
where tht: square is expanded, with the double product corresponding to II. 
Now take the expectations of these three terms. By the same method as 
before, EZ is found to be close to 
for large N. Here we could neglect the effect of the points near the diagonal 
y = y’, because v is diffuse. Similarly, EZZ and EZZZ are seen to come close 
to the same quantity, multiplied by -2 in the case of II. 
This nieans that V can be made arbitrarily small. In particular, v * f can 
be made larger than v( -a, a)Ef/20 in more than half of [-a/4, a/4]. We 
must cotnpare v * f to p _ * f: But 
s IXI <U/4 
pL- *f(x)dx~Ir_(-a,a)ifdx=~~(-a,a)a~~ 
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so that 
because of (5.1). It follows that ,u * f > v( --a, a)E’,40 on a set of measure 
at least a/8. But as before, Ef can be arbitrarily large, and so convolution 
by g is unbounded in the L’s”O norm on L’. This ends the proof. 
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